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Gerber Accumark 8.5.1 in Software Download Q: how to check if a row exists in mysql using PDO? I have the following code: foreach($conditions as $variable) { $fields[$variable] = $this->conditions[$variable]; $sql.= ", '". $this->fields[$variable]. "'"; } which I use like this: $sql = "SELECT *
FROM table". $sql. " WHERE ". implode(' AND ', $fields); However, some of the fields may not exist in the table, and if there is no data there, then it returns no rows. I tried this: if ($fields[$variable]!== false) { $sql.= " AND ". $this->conditions[$variable]; } but this will return an error if the field
doesn't exist, whereas I want it to return NULL. Any suggestions as to how I can construct the sql query to get this working? Thanks. A: Use query as: $this->query($sql); See PDO::query. Q: Strange behavior of a crystal oscillator I am currently testing a crystal-oscillator based circuit, but I just

don't get it: simulate this circuit – Schematic created using CircuitLab Why does this difference between the simulation and the actual hardware? The used op-amps are the same. In simulation the above signals are equal. I don't understand that difference. simulate this circuit Update Now I found
out the reason: My simulation did not take into account the high-pass filter. A: simulate this circuit – Schematic created using CircuitLab Why does this difference between the simulation and the actual hardware? The white-noise source in this circuit has two taps at the bottom, leaving either tap

free, so when the output is low it will gradually move up to 2x V2. This effect will not just be present when the op amps are not in their fastest-possible load conditions
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